trace over the letters to spell "my rights."

MY RIGHTS

MY RIGHTS
Learning is Fun

Be kind, be nice Missy Jenkins!

Kelly
Be nice while learning and having fun

Belinda

Benjamin
Human Rights!

be Fair  
Be Kind

treat people right!

it's the Law
What color is Love?

Help Mary find the way home.

the color of ALL people!
Disabled kids have Rights too
or Handicap kids
My Name is ____________________________

It's time to know my Rights

Saturday
PEOPLE ARE DIFFERENT!

PROHIBIT DISCRIMINATION
Race
Religion
Color
National origin
Ancestry
Sex
Age (40 or above
Blindness
Handicap

EQUAL in RIGHTS

No matter what!
FAIR HOUSING . . .

it's the law!
Equal work!

I am a _____________

I bring your _____________

Equal Pay!

I am a _____________

I help your _____________

I am a _____________

I am a _____________

I am a _____________

What type of work do they do?
be kind
to all People

Good advice
my Boy.
You have the right to fair housing!

I’m fighting for the disabled and handicap

Scooby says, do not allow Discrimination!
"West Virginia Kids have rights too!"

rhododendron
"We are a Neutral agency"

We are fair!
File a Complaint. . .

tell us,

WE CAN HELP!
This Book belongs to:

____________________________
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